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Abstract 
For studying the situation of companies regarding the innovation process we need a framework based on which we would be able 
to identify the factors that affect the innovation process. A questionnaire was provided for measuring innovation based on the 
researcher’s opinion. In this paper a framework is Provided for measuring innovation within companies 
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1. Introduction 
According to different methods for measuring innovation and the Cline- Rosenberg value chain related to innovation 
process we see that using techniques that simply introduce some factors which are effective in innovation process 
such as measuring inputs and outputs, are not able to envisage a good image of the innovations within an 
enterprise[1, 2, 5, 6]. Hence the analysts, researchers and the policy makers should be provided with information 
from the whole process in studying the company’s innovative activities [3, 7, 8, 13]. So the appropriate procedure 
would be the subjective survey procedure because in survey exemplary procedures and invention registry the 
statistics are not enough. On the other hand the two procedures mentioned above focus on the outputs which 
originate from innovation process and are not aware of the other parts regarding innovation process, so the 
procedure used in this research would be the subjective survey procedure [4, 9, 10]. Although this procedure has 
some considerable problems but firstly, considering the time for this research, the collection of data by means of this 
procedure was more possible and secondly, the information received from this procedure would analyze the whole 
innovation process. For studying the situation of companies regarding the innovation process we need a framework 
based on which we would be able to identify the factors that affect the innovation process [11, 12]. A questionnaire 
was provided for measuring innovation according to Table 1 based on the researcher’s opinion [14, 15]. 
 
Table: Items for measuring innovation 
 
Dimensions  Question Answer 
Quantity of products, design and 
new or optimized processes 
1. Over the past three 
years how many new 
pickings have you used 
for your products? 
 
0 1-2   3-4  5-6  7-8  More than 8 
(Please 
mention the 
number) 
2. Over the past three 
years how many new 
0 1-2   3-4  5-6  7-8  More than 8 
(Please 
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products has the 
company proposed to 
the market? 
mention the 
number) 
3. Over the past three 
years how many 
products have been 
optimized by the 
company? 
0 1-2   3-4  5-6  7-8  More than 8 
(Please 
mention the 
number) 
4. Over the past three 
years how many new or 
optimized production 
processes has the 
company used for its 
products?  
0 1-2   3-4  5-6  7-8  More than 8 
(Please 
mention the 
number) 
Quantity of newly-opened markets 
and new marketing methods 
5. Over the past three 
years how many new 
sales agencies has the 
company established 
inside or outside the 
province?  
 0  
    
1    2          3           4            More than 5 
(Please 
mention the 
number) 
6. Over the past three 
years which product 
distribution  method has 
been added to your 
previous methods as a 
new one? (Tick in front 
of the method being 
added) 
By 
Whol
esale 
By 
Retai
l Sale 
By 
Agenci
es 
By 
Internet 
Other 
means 
(Please 
name 
them) 
 
Utilizing up-to-date technology 
7. Over the past three 
years to what extent has 
the company used the 
new technology for its 
products? 
Neve
r 
Some
times 
Usually Often Always Very Much 
8. Over the past three 
years to what extent has 
the company has used 
the new technology for 
packing its products? 
Neve
r 
Some
times 
Usually Often Always Very Much 
9. Over the past three 
years to what extent has 
the company used new 
marketing methods to 
sell its products? 
Neve
r 
Some
times 
Usually Often Always Very Much 
10. Over the past three 
years how many 
educational courses has 
the personnel taken to 
learn about the new 
technology? 
0 1-2  3-4   5-6  7-8   More than 8 
(Please 
mention the 
number) 
11. To what extent is 
internet used in the 
company for doing 
tasks? 
Neve
r 
Some
times 
Usually Often Always Very Much 
Research & Development budget 
12. How much from the 
total company budget is 
used for the research 
projects annually? 
Neve
r 
Some
times 
Usually Often Always Very Much 
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13. To what extent does 
the company 
management welcome 
and support the research 
projects? 
Neve
r 
Some
times 
Usually Often Always Very Much 
14. Over the past three 
years in what field has 
the company 
participated? (Mark the 
one being done.) 
R & 
D 
activi
ties 
Partic
ipatio
n in 
profe
ssion
al 
confe
rence
s 
Particip
ation in 
forums 
related 
to 
compa
ny 
activiti
es 
Particip
ation in 
nationa
l fairs 
Participati
on in 
internatio
nal fairs 
Other 
activities 
(Please name 
them) 
 
2. Conclusion 
If there is a single lesson this review of innovation emphasizes , it is the need two view the process of innovation as 
changes in a complete system of not only hardware but also marker environment, production facilities & knowledge, 
& the social contexts of the innovating organization. 
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